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PRESIDEIiIT.S C()R.}IER

A quick reminder that
effective October 1, 1993 the
membership fees go up to $18,
and meetings are changed Lo
every other month (newsletters
every month) , The next rneting
is November 24, so mark your

activity calendars to make sure you don't
forget.

We took advantage of a going out of business
sale at Builders Emporium and pieked up 16 new
metal chairs for $5 each (regular $10).

I haven't heard from anyone about the
proposed auction, or had any fu::ther donations.
I would like to have it set for opening bids
during the January 7994 meeting" If you
contribute somethirrg we woul,d also like a
suggesLed minimum price to guarantee at least
some revenue if only one person t,ids.

I hope those of you who have ordered the
Fir:st Flights tape on flyine wings were pleased
with what you reeeived. I gave you some of
the other pertinent material from the library
tapes (Uf-fe: and The Wing Will Fly). The
price was only $B so we put your extra amount
into the new equipment donation pot.

We have had several requests for a list of
the material in the library. Since we have
reduced the number of meetings, it has been
suggested that we use the urinutes spac.e to
start passing this information a1ong. It would
mean that everyone would get the informat"ion
without having to mail a separate listing.

We will be adding some of the appropriate
presentations from the SHA Workshop to the
video library by the end of this month.

Por those of you who visit the hanger the
new gate conbination is now 35/{.;

That 's about it for this month's ramblings .

Andy
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* THERE WILL BE NO MEETING *
* IN OCTOBER. NEXT MEETING *
* WILL BE NO\ZEMBER 20 , 1 9 93 *

MINUTES OF TIIE
SEPTEMBER 18, 1993 MEETTNG

Andy opened the
meeting by stating that
this would be the last
monthly meeting. We will
skip October, so the next
meeting will be November
20.

He reminded everyone
that the dues were going

up to $18 on October It but any renewals
received by the end of September would still
be at $15. He said we would take up to at
least two years of renewal at the $15 rate.
(Ed. Note: By the time you read this the rate
will be $18, no matter how many years you renew
fnr I
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destroyed in an accident at the Reno Aj-r Races.
It was a twin engine (auto engines) racer
designed by Burt Rutan. Apparently, one engine
caught on fire and he had to puIl back the
other engine to try to maintain control. This
l-ack of power caused an emergency landing that
was not successful.

We received a tetter from Dr. KarI Nickel
advising us of Dr. Reimar Hortenrs death in
August. It is a great loss to the flying wing
movement since he was still producing design
information. At a Tehachapi workshop, Eric
Ralzmond showed several pictures from his recent
visit to Dr. Horten's residence, including some
very deteriorated aircraft and one that was
stil-l- in relative good shape.

Andy thanked Wayne Donaldson, our next door
hanger neighbor, for the donation of an RCA
VCR that was making: some loud noises. Andy
took it to a repair shop, got it fixed for a
reasonable price, and we now have a reliable
tape machine for the meetings. (Ed. Note:
It was used to produce the First Flight tapes
for two of our members, so it is getting a lot
of use. )

We also went out the previous weekend and
purchased a 25" GE color TV for use at the
meetings (versus 2 20" Tvs that would have

required a l-ot of rigging and
wiring). It was also cheaper to
buy the one set that would be
visible from the gaIIery, then
buying two TVs. Everyone seemed
to have enjoyed the First Flights
video on the new set.

Andy covered the proposed
auction we are trying to put
together to help pay for some of
the equipment and offset the
storage costs for it. Alt
donations are tax deductible, and
a receipt will be provided with
the applicable tax information to
satisfy the IRS. We are looking
for anything you think someone
else might be abl-e to use, e .g.,
aircraft parts, building tooIs,
p1ans, etc.

The auction will- be conducted
by sealed bid so everyone has the
same chance to win the bid.
Harald Buettner suggested putting
a minimum bid amount on the items
so they don't go out the door "too

cheaply". Any shipping costs to get an item
to the winning bidder woul-d be covered from
the auction proceeds.

Bob introduced a surprise giuest, Ad.dison
Pemberton, who had recently completed a flight
over some historic air mail routes in his
restored Stearman Senior Speed Mail. It was
the 75th Anniversary of the Air Mail- Service
which started with a flight from Washington
D.C. to Philadelphia in an airplane ferried
to Washington by Rueben E. Fleet.

In I92I the Trans-Continental Air Mail Route
was initiated between Newark, NJ and Oakland,
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ABO\IE: Layout of the l[itchell Stealth II in
Dave Swanson/Les King's workshop at Tehachapi.

The program for the day was to consist of
viewing the First Flights video, then Les King
on Stealth fI, and Budd Love covering blown
flap configurations.

Raffle prizes for the day were to be the
book E-rylgS !Ij-gb, "The Batt1e of Britain - The
5Oth Anniversary" along with a smal-l- water jug,
and a larger Igloo water jug with built-in
nnrr r'i h- cnarlfyvsrrlrY

Bob announced that the Pond Racer was
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CA. Addison flew the legs between Renor NV
and Iowa City, fA which was 1500 miles of the
route. There were two Speed Mails, the other
being the sister ship to Addisonrs' carrying
1.500 pieces of mail-.

At each of the original air
mail stops were having official
celebrations with their own
anniversary cancellation stamps.
In some instances they carried a
postmaster or official postal
employee from one stop to another.
Many of the stops had large crowds
gathered at the airports and it
took over 3 hours to sort and
stamp the mail each of these
stops.

Addisonrs most overwhelming
comment was that he was amazed the
trip was ever flown by a DH-4 due
to the density altitudes and the
lack of supercharged engines.
They found some of the remaining
beacon towers and large concrete
arrows l-aid out along the route
v! 4f fYrre.

A humorous note to some of the
tragedy that occurred on the
mountain legs was a telegram from
one of the pilots that read:
"Engine quit; xilled cow; Scared
me,' Mail safe.w He was lucky
since the life-span of the earlv
90 flight hours.

A side-note to this was that Jeppeson was
one of the air pilots and started drawing
accurate maps of the routes and making carbon
copies for other pilots (remember they didnrt
have photocopy machines back then).
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BELOII: Closeup of
section construction
the raised position.
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the Stealth II center
with the left spoiJ.er in

pilots was Andy then ran the video of A&Ers First
Flight program on flying wings.

Andy then introduced Les King who is
assisting Dave Swanson in completing the
Steal-th II that Don Mitchell was building for
Dave.

Les xing

outer panel joint showing
fittings. Stabilators

top of wing.

is the head of Working Design that
does all kinds of neat, weird
flying machines. He began his
presentation with a little history
of foot launched aircraft and how
we got to the higher performance
machines of Don Mitchell.

Don buil-t a flying wing for
Howard Long, which was one of the
first ones to appear in the
fledgling hang glider arena.
George Williamson then set several
world records with the Mitchell
wing. The designs went through
a number of iterations, leading
to the Stealth II, and 40 t span,
high aspect ratio wing.

Dave Swanson contracted Don to
built a Stealth II for him, but
Don passed away with the aircraft
about 3/ 4 completed. Dave
approached Les to help him with
the engineering aspects of the
project. Les decided it would be
interesting, espqcially since
there was almost no formal
documentation of the design and
construction.

Les began researching prior Mitchell wing
ABOVE: R5.ght wing
rear sub-spar and
(elevons laying on
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designs and talked with people who had
experience with them. He was concerned about
flutter of the stabilators (Mitchel-l-'s version
of elevons) and found one flier who said there
had never been a problem. Later he found
someone else who commented there had always
been some problems with flutter' and then he
ran across one ai-rcraft with mass balances on
the surfaces. So this is one problem they are
going to have to address as they finish work
on Stealth ff.

One well known aeronautical engineer that
Les talked with was Irv Culver, who had had
numerous conversations with MitcheIl about
flying wing performance. Irv suggested Don
use the Culver Twist which is a twist
distribution which gives washout that
progfresses very rapidly from the root, reaching
zero at the tip. The results were better
stability and efficiency numbers for the wing.

On the control surfaces, Don had built in
10o of twist in an area where the wing had only
2o of twist, which bothered Les. He also didntt
like the airfoil Don had chosen for the control
surface. Les, Dave and Irv discussed it and
decided to go with a 0015 airfoil and twist
it match the washout of the win

ABO\IE: Left outer *t'tg p.t"l looking at the
tip end with tube for mounting tip rudder.
The three protrusiong from trailing edge are
hinge points for stabilator.

rrv also suggesLed a speed trim, or trim
tab. on the stabilator so that at higher speeds
the surface trailing edge would go up creating
a nose up condition and speed stability. They
are going to incorporate this into the p1ane.

Les also tal-ked with Tasso Proppe about some
structural concerns that will be addressed by
static testing and aerodynamic testing on a
truck rig for hang gliders. Tasso afso had
some questions about the takeoff attitude.

It seems the wing has a tendency to rock
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back onto the trailing edge when sitting
statically. To correct thisr you have to aft
mount the landing gear which then creates a
problem with takeoff rotation. Les has solved
this problem by moving the gear forward and
putting some skids out the back to keep it from
rolling back. This is not quite as much
problem for the foot faunch version, and he
feels they have a handle on the corrections.

Control authority was another concern of
Tasso t s in the area of using cross controls
to maintain coordinated flight in slow, high
banked turns. They are going to work on this
through proper sizing of the control surfaces,
but for the present they are staying with what
Don has in the design.

They have put some simple spoilers on the
top of the wing for glide path control. In
order to prevent unwanted pitch changesr Dan
Armstrong suggested having' the spoilers come
out with the feading edge above the surface.
rhis would allow the air to flow throught
maintaining the camber line, but providing
plenty of drag.

Construction of the stabilators is foam and
fiberglass, with the airfoil cut with a hot-
wire svstem. The airfoil- will be 0015 so it

wonrt be a pitching airfoil.
Dave is working on a faring

that will go around the tricycle
cage. It will still- be foot
launchable, with completely
retractable gear (his Legs) .

They are thinking about
changing the tip rudders to
provide more effectiveness, but
this will come after flight
testing with the present size.
Les commented that they should
have good power due to the moment
arm of the longer wing'.

Ear1y testing will done on Mark
West's hang glider test rig. It
is a large size truck with a very
powerful engine and a very
sophisticated sting mounting with
electronic force transducers for
measuring lift and drag. The
pitch of the wing can be changed
whil-e in motion, getting up to
speeds of about 70 mph.

Dave is pJ-anning on doing some
wave flying with the Stealth II, but the good
news is that they plan on doing some test
flying at Torrey Pines. They may try to do
it on one of our meeting days (no promises yet)
so we can have it at Torrey and observe Stealth
If's performance first hand.

Don used the NACA 0015 airfoil, apparently
due to the low drag. Someone else thought he
had used it so that only one set of molds would
have to be made if a different type of
constructi-on were used in ttre'' future. Les
pointed out that this wouldnrt work due to the
Culver Twist, which is not. symmetrical on the
top and bottom.

Although the 0015 may be low drag at fow
coefficients of lift, such as speeds control

PAGE 4
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surfaces operate at, it not very good at higher
coefficients of lift. Les feels that the 230-
15 airfoil Don used in earlier wings r^ras one
of the best decisions he made. Dan Armstrong'
is suggesting HQ-34 airfoil, developed by the
Darmstadt folks in Germany, for their flying
wing. It has good performance, but the stal-f
characteristics are worrisome due to the
washout parameters,

Other things they are considering for
follow-on developments of the Stealth II are
changing the taper ratio and using diffuser
tips. They plan on tal-king extensively with
Irv Culver on the future of the plane.

Construction changes might include molded
D-tubes, fiberglass and carbon fiber spar which
could be easy and cheap, and possible foam ribs
with plywood or fiberglass cap strips.

r>

ABO\18: Right outer panel looking from the
center section joint. Tip rudders nove
outboard only, and be rove sjmultaneously for
drag control.

Les wrapped up by commenting there will be
constant evol-ution in the Stealth II, including
renaming it something more appropriate as the
changes occur. There are no definite plans
for what the future will ho1d, so they too will-
just evolve.

Andy passed around some pictures he took
of the Stealth II as it sat in Davets hanger
at Tehachapi. (You have seen these as you read
through these minutes. )

Ralph Wilcox asked about the future use of
fiberglass reinforcing material for some types
of construction. Les thought that Don had
experimented with this technique in the Victory
Wing, but was not certain. Les indicated
commented that you can get the rod material
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right of the shelf, however, it was hard to
tailor it to a specific use within the wing.

They are planning on using the technique
of creating: a channel the size of the spar and
then put in one layer of 45/45 glass for a spar
web, and then lay in carbon fiber in the
corners so they can be tapered. This aflows
you to select the number of shear webs you want
and the number of strands of carbon fiber for
the cap strips. Another thing you can do is
put in pins and wrap the carbon fiber around
them so you don't have to drill holes.

Bob Chase asked about an extended wj-ng
version of the B-10. Les had heard of a Super
B-10 with a 40r span, but had not seen one.
Dave indicated the it was to be the B-10E using
extra sets of the #6 ribs (root rib) to extend
the span. Don had planned on creating this

variation after finishing the
Steafth II. Dave has tried to get
whatever plans or sketches might
be available from Richard Avalon
or other builder, but so far has
been unsuccessful.

Bob Chase al-so asked Les about
ultimate load factors and what he
thought were acceptable limits.
Les felt the minimum should be
4.4Gs. but it depends on the
particular application. He noted
that the Gs arenrt all the problem
since the pilot can come in
contact with the airframe and do
damage that will destroy the
structure versus a g-loading
causing failure.

After Les' presentation, the
raffl-e was conducted with Bob
Chase taking the big Igloo jug,
and Doug Babb winning the book and
qmrl la- ittn

J4Y.
The floor was then given to

Budd Love for a discussion of jet
powered flaps in the context of
the HIAM wing.

Budd had a handout hrith an
equation for computing horsepower from a jet
compressor. This has provided some very useful
information for determining what will be needed
to produce the necessary air flow over the
flaps to provide the l-ift. He was pleased that
this formula had come from a NASA scientist,
Dr. Daniel C. Mikkelson of the Lewis Research
Center, who had heard of HIAM. The formula
is: HP : 208 w f. (p/r4.1y.zea - 1 l
where: HP : Horsepower

P : Pressure, psia
w : Compressor flow, 1b/sec

Budd and Les had a brief discussion on the
compressor requirements needed to produce the
lift coefficients shown in a graph on the
handout. Budd indicated that there may not
be an engine currently availabtre, but U-V tne
time HIAM becomes a reality there will be one
with the capability to support the horsepower
and flow requirements.

Ralph Wilcox asked if there were plans for

PAGE 5
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a test plane to show proof of concept. Budd
indicated a Cessna Sklzmaster would be a perfect
airframe, since you could mount a compressor
in the aft engine compartment to provide the
air for a modified wing.

Ralph also asked about whether or not the
ailerons and taif surfaces where blown to keep
everything in balance. Budd responded that
they were, and that high pressure lines can
be run anywhere in the aircraft necessary to
produce high air mass f1ows. Ralph indicated
that he had heard the lines would have to
include triple redundancy, but that
manufacturers didnrt know how to produce such
a line, at least at that time.

There was a discussion between Budd and
Phillip Burgers on the powerplants ability to
overcome the increase in CL due to the external
flow of air. It started to get lengthy, so
Andy suggested that it might be a good subject
for a future meeting.

with that in mind, Andy thanked everyone
for coming, and reminded them that the next
meeting woul-d be in November.

LETTERS TO
EDITOR

THE

9/t/93

TWITT:

Enclosed is a sort of
overlooked tailless
design, the Convair XFY-1
Pogo. Everybody get so
fascinated with the VTOL

aspects of the design that. we seem to forget
that this was another example of the Convair
delta wing family from the 1950s.

The three view and data are from "The
American Fighter" by Enzo Angelucci and Peter
Bowers. The line drawing is from the
instruction t an Airmodel vacuform plastic kit.
KP Models also recently released a nice L/'72
scale injected model of this aircraft.

Enjoy,
Kevin Renshaw

(Ed. Note: Thanks to Kevin for pointing out
the "error" of our ways in overl-ooking this
obvious taiLLess aircraft.

Your l-etter works perfectTy into an item
on a recent l-etter from Gunther Rudat. He
conments: Are there no voices in the US to
cTaim a change in your jnches system? fn you
money system $7 : 700 cents and not 720. Itjs so easy with a decimal- or metric system -
1 centimeter (CM) : 10 nillimeter's (MM) or 700
CM: 7 meter. etc. I saw on an engTish mea.sure
pJ-an set: 7,/4, 7/8, 7/76, 7/32, 7/64, but in
metaL sheet thjckness they take a mixture of
the inch and decimaT system J-ike 0.0725" or
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others. In your schoofs don't they teach about
the faciLity of this system (70 -700 - 7000)
and their divisions?

In answer to Gunther's question, there js
some expo,sure to the metric system in the
American schoof systemr since there is a
mixture of the measurements throughout ourjndustrjes. UnfortunateTy, we have been unabJ-e
to decide as a peopl-e which system shoul,d be
the official- one and convert fu77y to it.)

TWITT:

I love your Don
Amphibious. " There
planes around.

I buifd radio controlled models. The best
way to do this one will be to copy the waterman
"Aerobile" for the wing, rudders and power
source, then place them on the body of a
Republic "Sea Bee" and you got it.

The idea of a "foldout" or center fold is
great.

Thank you very much,
Eugene Turner

(Ed. Note: HopefuTTy you have given someone
an idea for a new winter project. If anyone
does try this concept in any fashion, i.e.,
hand Launch testbed, RC, etc., pJ.ease -let us
know the resuLts (preferabJy with pictures) ) .

BITS AI{D PIECES

FROI'I: Riqid Winq tGader, Volume L, Issue
5, FaII 1993.

IMORE RIGID-WINGS ! Here they come, more
rumors of rigid-wings. Eric Raymond
indicated at the Tehachapi SHA Workshop
that he wants to design a collapsible
rigid-wing to ro11 up and transport on your
roof-top rack just like a flex-wing.
According to Mike Meier, 'right now, Monte
Bel-l of UP has a serious interest in
developing a rigid-wing based on the
Klingberg wing, with which he is personally
very impressed.' Add these to the
prospective rigid in Albuquerque, the
Stealth II in Modesto, Danny Howellrs APEX,
and, of course, the Bright Star SWIFT and
the Carbon Dragon (the latter two avaitabl-e
now) and you have what appears to be an
exciting rigid-wing future right around the
corner. I have a feeling that there are
other projects out there somewhere, and I
hereby deputize all RWR . ;.' readers as
reporters in charge of ferreting out the
unknown (s) ! "(ed. We woul-d Like to thank Chuck
McGil,l- for his conunents on the efforts of

9/20/93

Mitchell "Five PIace
just arenrt enough sea

the IWITT News-letter in furthering the
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deveTopment of fTying-wings within the reaLm
of foot-l-aunched sajlpfanes. /

EROM: R/C Soarinq Diqest, "OD the Wing. " by
82, voJ-urne 10, No. 8, Augrrst 1993, p. L7.

This short article in the monthly column
written by Bill and Bunny Kuhlman (TWITTers)
describes the efforts of Dr. rng. Ferdinando
Gald (also a contributor to TWITTTs newsletter)
in putting his theories into flight. He has
built a free flight, hand l-aunched glider
(Ubara) which was intended to be a proof of
concept for a larger RC version later on. The
following comments seemed of interest to all
flying wing enthusiasts.

"The lifting area between the two vertical-
plates has a fl-at bottom airfoj.l set at four
deg'rees, while the outboard stabilizing tips
are just flat plates set at minus four degrees.
(ed. The planform is a sweptback wing similar
to that of Klingberg, but with fences inboard
of the tips that look more Iike tip plates if
the outer portion were removed. ) The cuspidate
tail, a la Horten, has a refl-exed trailing
edge. the initial idea was to alleviate the
burden on the two stabilizing tips. The
adjustable elevons, of thj-n aluminum, had to
be set at neutral because Ubara turned out to
be ultra stable. The measure glide ratio is
about 9:1, which is not bad for such a rough
arrang'ement.

"Now the funny part of the story. After
many hand launches, the tips were so damaged
that I decided to tear them off before
scrapping the model. The big surprise !

Without the stabilizing tips the model is as
stable as with them. The glide path seems to
be better, too. "

The questions of why the tip removal didrrtt
adversely affect performance, hras performance
actually improved and why, and how can this
information be used in future designs are being
asked by B'.

They are good questions. and if any of you
out there have some explanations, we woul-d be
glad to hear from you. It wil-1 be interesting
to see what 82rs readers come up with compared
to that of TWITT readers.

FROM: R/C Soarino Diqest, Vol:rne 10, No. 9,
September 1993, p. 15.

Jim Gray received an advance copy of a new
book from 92 Streamlines titled "On the
Wing...the book" by Bill and Bunny Kuhl-man.
It is a compilation of the "On the Wing"
columns written over the years and has received
very high praise from Jim.

"The book is dedicated to the memory of the
Iate Dr. Ing. Walter Panknin (1944-19921, who
was famous for his "Flying Rainbow" colorful
tailless sailplanes, and for his lecture at
a MARCS Symposium in November , 1989,' Basics,
Building and Beauty of Tailless Sail-planes. "

Jim goes on to say that it is fascinating
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and easy reading, and that 82 hawe made an
effort to improve the readability of the text
and update the source listings, plus provide
additional and supplemental j-nformation toward
t.he goal of comprehensiveness and completeness.

It is arranged in chronological order of
events, designs, philosophies, and engineering
information as they occurred and became
available. There are 3-views aplenty, entire
computer programs in BASIC that you can use
to determine wing twist and sweep for
stability, a prog'ram to help you adapt the
Werner series of reflexed sections, a program
to use the Panknin twist formulae, A1 Halleckrs
RAZER 1 design, and the Irv Culver formula.

There is much more to this book then briefly
covered here. If you are interested in
obtaining a copy, send your check or money
order for US $28 to:

82 Streamlines
P.O. Box 976
OIaIIa, wA 98359-0975

They also have Dr. fng. Ferdinando Gald's
new book on structures and design for model
aircraft: Structural Dimensioninq of
Radioquided Aeromodels. Its 105 pages, fully
illustrated. The price for this is US $18.
If you enjoyed his book Taill-ess TaiI, you are
sure to want this one a1so.

AISO FROM: The September 1993 issue of B!gQ:

An advertisement for the FANTASQIJE, a flying
wing designed for thermal flight. The all
composite hollow core construction is
prepainted, with a 3-part wing for easy
transportation. The specifications are:

Span
- Length

Weight
Total Area
^riu.A. !.
Airfoil

115.0"
67 .2"
15.2"
9-9 sqft
7.8 sqft

SD-301-5 at root
Symmetrical tip

For more information call: Nichols Research,
(602) 582-0768, or write 20614 N. 18th Ave.,
Phoenix, AZ 85027. The price was quoted at
$210 post paid, or 9250 radio ready.

AVAII,ABLE PI,AIIS &
REFERENCE MATERIAI

Tai]-Iess Aircraft
Bibliography
by Serge Kfauss

3rd Edition: An exten-
sive collection of books,
articles and other items



(Ed. Note.' ?he,se two Pages were extracted from
iaiTplane Bui7d.er, ioi. xrr, No. 8, Ausust The SWIFT799i, pp. 74-75. The tit]e indicates the
orisinal source of the materia). ) Reprinted frOm the 'Rigid Wing Reader (Summe '93)

(adapted from Bright Star Gliders prcmotional brochure)
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Finally, the SWIFT, lhe missirg link betwesn

tnnggl'rler and sailplane. Conbining the tun and

versatili$ of a hang"glHer and comtort of a sailplane, the

SWIFT offers the abili$ of foot-laurrch and soar cross-

country with grcater confidencs than wer bebre.

DEVELOPMENT
The SWIFT, wfiioh etande for Swept Wng with

lnboaRD Flap Trim, is the culmination of over six years of

design and dwelopment by renowned aeronaulical

engircers lhn ttoo and Stephen Monis at Stanford

University, with BRIGHT STAR Gliders' Bdan Robbt'ns,

Eric Becknnn, and team pilot Brian Porter. Rigotous flight

testing of thnee tull-size pnototypes, several radie
contrdled models, and thousands of hours of computer

analysis harre gone into ueating th€ SWFT.

Built for nrggeclness and r€lial*lity, the Swift is a
cornposite flyirq wing, pirnadly rnade up of a bam core

sunounded by mmspace KEVI-AR,WTH carbon fiber

neinforcementrs. Aircrafi aluminum, chnorne+noly steel,

and aviatbn hardwarefin'sh outthe stnrcturc. Th€ SWFT
is rnanufactured to dg'xf specifications and exac-ting

tobrancsg, and edt aircraft is fadory test-flown befom

delivery. The SWFT rras designed to npet the Sailplane

strength ard slability stardards as described in FAR Part

Z.3, and has been positive load tested to owr 9 G's.

Extensive vehkle testing lras derpnstrated ths SWFTs
excdlent pitch stability thrcqh all angbs of attack HGMA

certificaton is being sought, and testing i"s cunenty
underway.

PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL
Being a hang4lkler that boks and acts like a

sailplane, the SWIFT is the highest performing totally foot-
launch and laMable aircrafl prcduced in the r*orld. With
the oplional ptibtfaidng, the SWFT has a miaximum UD of
25:1. More irportanty, he L/D is slillgreater than 15:1 at
6O mph (97 kph) lAS. Initial perfonnarrce tests €veabd an

UDotfr:l, evsn withonttfie pilotfairing attached. lt is th€

SWIFTS excdlent glide at higher airspeeds that prcduces

its sailplarcJike perfonnance. The large tip chord and full-
flyirg wingl€ts, cornbined with the SWIFTS balanced
sweep and twist add up to a dgid-wing that climbs in

snrall lhermals as well as ths best flex-wings cunenUy

available.
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At the recent hangAliding X-C Intemational (Prs-

WorHs) competitibn in the Owens Valley, two SWFTs
completely dorninated the npet. Due to the unseasonable

wealher, only seven tasks were flown with distances of 72

to 1 17 miles (115 to 187 K). Conditions wene demanding

on the 1n internalional pilots (including 4 World

ChamSrions). Scoring was by Total Ehpsed Time, and by

the end of the meet, th€ two SWFTo rvere les€ lhan ten

minutes apart, yel they were rnorc than four hours ahead

of tfie fastest flex-wirg.

Unlikenex-wing trarg+liders, the SWI FT achiwes

increased perfonnance without sacdficing any handling

qualities. By using aerodynamb controt surfaces (ebvons

and inboard flaps) instead of weightshifi, positive control

is rnaintainetl at all flight speeds. The elevons (combined

dwator and aileron) ane operated ffom a single side'

mo.rnted conlnolstick that predictaHy mixes the pitch and

roll of the glirler, yvttile th€ fixed winglets stabilize the yaw

and interact with the elevons to coordinate tums. The Aaps

are controlled wilh a ropo and a carndeat. Fhps are

primarily for glide sbpe control, and slowing the wing tor

launching, landing, and thermaling.

PORTABILITY

The SW|FTis afire composite rigkl-wingthatcan
be assenrbled by a single person in about 3O rinutes,
without the fairing. The pilot fiairing adds a few minules

more. After flyrrp, trn gli<ler disassembles into trvc halves

with the contrd surfaces flipping owr to lay on top of the

wing. Thewinglets and faidng ale lemowd, and lhe hangt
cage disassemUed, The entirc package fits into an

optional carpeted cartop transport box. The dimensbns of
the box are: 35 in. wide X ?2 in. tall X 21.5 fl. long (.89

X.52 X 6.5 meters), and utilizes two wing and one

component shelvas, with fnont, r€ar, and side access

doors. The box is easily cartopped on npst hangrglider
rrck systems abrq with one or two flex-wings.

FLYING THE SWIFT
The SWIFT has exoellent static balance, with the

wing being supported by shoulder straps vrtiph leave the
pilot's hands free to operate the stick and flaps. Foot-

launching the SWIFT is in some ways easier than a flex-
wing gli<ler, as th€ control surfaces provide better pt'tcft

and roll authority any time the wind is greater than 3 or 4
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miles an hour. Launch assistance is generally not needed excspl in very turbulent launch aneas. The SWIFT has been

launched in nnny condilions, from sea-level to over 9,000'. Landing the SWIFT, like any high performance llex-wing,
is easiest when the surface winds are greater than 3 or4 mph. ln calm wind the SWIFT can be landed on the wheel.
Tow launching the SWIFT is easily accomplished with any conwntional method for hargaliders. brtensive flight
testing has demonstrated the SWIFTS dodb stall c-haracteristics and extrenp rcluctarrce to spin. Pibts are firding
the transition frorn flex-wings and olher aircraft very stra[htforuard. While the SWIFT is easy to fly, il still liakes sone
getting used to. A mandalory hrto{ay trainirg prograrn is irrclu@d in the purchase pnco of each SWIFT.

More infonnatbn on the SWIFT may be obtained from Bright Star Gliders,4S Barfiam Avenu€, Santa Rosa,

CA 95407. Ph.: (707)5787627.

SW I FT F oor-I^aa nclud Sattplanc

J4,

-l

SWIFT Specifications: Chssificatbn
Wingspan
Wing Area

Aspect Ratb
Weight
Rated Load

v*
Taper Ratio

Flap Chord

Twist
C.G. Locatbn

FAI Class ll Harp Glider
39 Feet (11.89 Meters)
135 Sq. Fl. (12.U sq. m)

11.5:1

115 lbs.(SO(qs) + Enrerg. Chute
+69 to -49
72 mph (115 kph) IAS

0.75
15o/o

8 degrees
4.O fl. from nose
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BELOII: The illustrations below were prepared
by Tasso Proppe and pubJ.ished in the Septenber
1938 issue of Model Airplane News. Maybe they
will give some of you an idea or two for a
model project to fitl in the winter months.

AEIOW: "WeJ,tensegTer" of Mr. Wenchr 7927.
Note absence of rudders. Designer bel-ieved
in getting sufficient directionaJ- stabiTity
onJy by means of a suitabTe position of the
winq paneLs to each other.

BELOW: The "Leipziger FlugeJ" Leipzig wing-
Constructed according to the principies of
elTiptical- distribution of l-ift; showed
extraordinary qTiding angles; directional-
stabiTity is l-ikewise good.

TOP OF NEXT COLUMN: The "Stork" of Mr.
Lippisch, 7922. Procured directionaT stabiTity
by shewing the profiTe from the inner to the
oute sjde (by flattening the wault), and
dininishing the angle of incidence by nearly
7 h rf aaraa <

IEFT: The "H.A.W.X.u of Hans Adenaw. Strove
for TongitudinaT stabiTity by changing the
profiTe (washout) in the foTTowing manner; the
lnnet parts of the wing were tratlted fJatJy
positiwe, the outer paneJs sTightLy negative-

A reader-rvritten publication about
R/C soaring, dedicated to sharing

technical and educarional informa tion
from theory to practical applicafion.
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R/C Soaring
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